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Reclaiming Pipeline Disturbed Soils 
Reducing costs and improving soil with perennials 

The Situation 
Pipeline development in western North Dakota did 
not slow down despite the slump in oil prices the last 
few years. Pipelines carrying oil, natural gas, 
produced water, and fresh water continue to be built 
in oil-producing counties. Most pipelines are 
installed via trenching and these disturbed sites too 
often become unproductive acres that are 
susceptible to soil erosion and weed infestation. 
 
Extension Response 
A Williams County farmer who had two, side-by-side 
pipelines installed on his property reached out to the 
Williston Research Extension Center, which has 
been investigating the ability of alfalfa to reclaim 
pipelines and saline soils the past 4 years. 
Extension Specialist Clair Keene assisted the 
landowner in developing grass-alfalfa mixes to plant 
on his land. Four combinations of 2 alfalfa and 2 
grass varieties were planted in June 2018. All 
plantings successfully established, some better than 
others, and clippings were taken in August. 
 
Impacts 
The 2018 NDSU Projected Crop Budget for 
Northwest ND estimated a return of $1.50/ ac with 
38 bushel/ ac spring wheat. The pipeline sites were 
producing single digit grain yields since installation. 
Even on an area as small as 5 acres, managing 
pipeline sites the same as an undisturbed field can 
cost an operation $1,000/ year. No hay was cut in 
2018, but the only costs incurred were for seed and 
planting. Biomass sampling showed that 0.6 tons/ 
acre of forage was produced in the undisturbed 
ground and 0.3 tons/ acre in the pipeline. Hay yield 
will be monitored in 2019 and an economic analysis 
will be done to determine cost savings associated 
with the perennials. A field day will be planned for 
2019 to reach landowners looking for options to 
manage pipeline-affected areas. 
 

Feedback 
The landowner is pleased with stand establishment 
and is considering options for balancing hay cutting 
with soil improvement. Collaborating with the 
producer to do on-farm field days will be a great 
opportunity to show local landowners what can be 
gained in terms of soil improvement and profitability 
from planting perennials. 
 
Primary Contact 
Clair Keene, Ph.D. 
Extension Specialist in Cropping Systems 
Williston Research Extension Center 
14120 Highway 2 
Williston, ND 58801 
701-774-4315 
clair.keene@ndsu.edu 
 

 
Alfalfa and grass stand establishment 6 weeks after 
planting. Undisturbed soil is on the left, pipeline 
disturbed soil is on the right. 
 
Collaborators 
Shane Hodenfield, Williams County farmer 
Don Miller, Alforex Seeds 

Public Value Statement 
Disturbed soils are less productive. Hundreds of miles of pipeline have been installed in western North Dakota 
as the oil and gas industry continues to develop. When soils disturbed by pipelines are properly vegetated, 
they resist erosion and save farmers money.  
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